Jaguar car 2003

Jaguar Cars was the company that was responsible for the production of Jaguar cars until its
operations were fully merged with those of Land Rover to form Jaguar Land Rover on 1 January
Jaguar's business was founded as the Swallow Sidecar Company in , originally making
motorcycle sidecars before developing bodies for passenger cars. Under the ownership of S.
Cars Limited, the business extended to complete cars made in association with Standard Motor
Co , many bearing Jaguar as a model name. The company's name was changed from S. Cars to
Jaguar Cars in A merger with the British Motor Corporation followed in , [3] the resulting
enlarged company now being renamed as British Motor Holdings BMH , which in merged with
Leyland Motor Corporation and became British Leyland , itself to be nationalised in Tata created
Jaguar Land Rover as a subsidiary holding company. At operating company level, in Jaguar
Cars was merged with Land Rover to form Jaguar Land Rover Limited as the single design,
manufacture, sales company and brand owner for both Jaguar and Land Rover vehicles. Since
the Ford ownership era, Jaguar and Land Rover have used joint design facilities in engineering
centres at Whitley in Coventry and Gaydon in Warwickshire and Jaguar cars have been
assembled in plants at Castle Bromwich and Solihull. On 15 February Jaguar Land Rover
announced that all cars made under the Jaguar brand will be fully electric by In Walmsley
elected to sell-out and in order to buy the Swallow business but not the company which was
liquidated Lyons formed S. Cars Limited , finding new capital by issuing shares to the public.
On 23 March the S. Cars shareholders in general meeting agreed to change the company's
name to Jaguar Cars Limited. Said chairman William Lyons "Unlike S. Though five years of
pent-up demand ensured plenty of buyers production was hampered by shortage of materials,
particularly steel, issued to manufacturers until the s by a central planning authority under strict
government control. Jaguar sold Motor Panels , a pressed steel body manufacturing company
bought in the late s, to steel and components manufacturer Rubery Owen , [11] and Jaguar
bought from John Black 's Standard Motor Company the plant where Standard built Jaguar's
six-cylinder engines. The core of Bill Lyons' success following WWII was the twin-cam straight
six engine, conceived pre-war and realised while engineers at the Coventry plant were dividing
their time between fire-watching and designing the new power plant. As fuel octane ratings were
relatively low from onwards, three piston configuration were offered: domed high octane , flat
medium octane , and dished low octane. Bill Lyons agreed over misgivings from Hassan. It was
risky to take what had previously been considered a racing or low-volume and cantankerous
engine needing constant fettling and apply it to reasonable volume production saloon cars. Few
engine types have demonstrated such ubiquity and longevity: Jaguar used the Twin OHC XK
Engine , as it came to be known, in the Jaguar XJ6 saloon from through , and employed in a J60
variant as the power plant in such diverse vehicles as the British Army's Combat Vehicle
Reconnaissance Tracked family of vehicles, as well as the Fox armoured reconnaissance
vehicle , the Ferret Scout Car , and the Stonefield four-wheel-drive all-terrain lorry. Properly
maintained, the standard production XK Engine would achieve , miles of useful life. Two of the
proudest moments in Jaguar's long history in motor sport involved winning the Le Mans 24
hours race , firstly in and again in Victory at the Le Mans was overshadowed by it being the
occasion of the worst motorsport accident in history. Later in the hands of the Scottish racing
team Ecurie Ecosse two more wins were added in and In spite of such a performance
orientation, it was always Lyons' intention to build the business by producing world-class
sporting saloons in larger numbers than the sports car market could support. All were deemed
very good values, with comfortable rides, good handling, high performance, and great style.
Combined with the trend-setting XK , XK , and XK series of sports car, and nonpareil E-Type, [
citation needed ] Jaguar's elan as a prestige motorcar manufacturer had few rivals. The
company's post-War achievements are remarkable, considering both the shortages that drove
Britain the Ministry of Supply still allocated raw materials and the state of metallurgical
development of the era. In , Jaguar agreed to lease from the Ministry of Supply the Daimler
Shadow 2 factory in Browns Lane , Allesley, Coventry, which at the time was being used by The
Daimler Company Limited and moved to the new site from Foleshill over the next 12 months.
From the late s, Jaguar used the Daimler marque as a brand name for their most luxurious
saloons. Pressed Steel Company Limited made all Jaguar's monocoque bodies leaving
provision and installation of the mechanicals to Jaguar. The result was British Leyland Motor
Corporation , a new holding company which appeared in , but the combination was not a
success. A combination of poor decision making by the board along with the financial
difficulties of, especially, the Austin-Morris division previously BMC led to the Ryder Report and
to effective nationalisation in Over the next few years it became clear that because of the low
regard for many of the group's products insufficient capital could be provided to develop and
begin manufacture of new models, including Jaguars, particularly if Jaguar were to remain a
part of the group. Installed as chairman in , Sir John Egan is credited for Jaguar's

unprecedented prosperity immediately after privatisation. In early Egan reported he had tackled
the main problems that were holding Jaguar back from selling more cars: quality control,
lagging delivery schedules, poor productivity. He laid off about one third of the company's
roughly 10, employees to cut costs. He also intensified the effort to improve Jaguar's quality. In
the US the price increases were masked by a favourable exchange rate. Under Ford's
ownership, Jaguar never made a profit. Under Ford's ownership Jaguar expanded its range of
products with the launch of the S-Type in and X-type in Operationally the two companies were
effectively integrated under a common management structure within Ford's PAG. The sale was
initially expected to be announced by September , but was delayed until March Before the sale
was announced, Anthony Bamford , chairman of British excavator manufacturer JCB had
expressed interest in purchasing the company in August , [32] but backed out upon learning
that the sale would also involve Land Rover, which he did not wish to buy. On Christmas Eve of
, Mahindra and Mahindra backed out of the race for both brands, citing complexities in the deal.
On 1 January , Ford formally declared that Tata was the preferred bidder. However, Ford as well
as representatives of Unite would now be able to enter into detailed discussions with Tata
concerning issues ranging from labour concerns job security and pensions , technology IT
systems and engine production and intellectual property, [37] as well as the final sale price. On
26 March , Ford announced that it had agreed to sell its Jaguar and Land Rover operations to
Tata Motors of India, and that they expected to complete the sale by the end of the second
quarter of The company was to be used as a holding company for the acquisition of the two
businesses from Ford â€” Jaguar Cars Limited and Land Rover. That acquisition was completed
on 2 June The company moved to Holbrook Lane, Coventry in when demand for the Austin
Swallow became too great for the factory's capacity. In , having outgrown the original Coventry
site they moved to Browns Lane, which had been a wartime "shadow factory" run by The
Daimler Company. The Browns Lane plant, which continued producing veneer trim for a while
and housed the Jaguar Daimler Heritage centre until it moved to the British Motor Museum site,
has now been demolished and is being redeveloped. Jaguar acquired the Whitley engineering
centre from Peugeot in ; which had originally been part of Chrysler Europe which the French
firm had owned since the late s. The decision to offload the site to Jaguar came as Peugeot
discontinued the Talbot brand for passenger cars. Jaguar's Radford plant , originally a Daimler
bus plant but later a Jaguar engine and axle plant, was closed by Ford in when it moved all
Jaguar engine production to its Bridgend facility. In , Ford turned its Halewood plant over to
Jaguar following the discontinuation of its long running Escort that year for Jaguar's new
X-Type model. It was later joined by the second-generation Land Rover Freelander 2, from
Jaguars ceased being produced at Halewood in following the discontinuation of the X-Type;
Halewood now becoming a Land Rover-only plant. Sales will begin in with three engine choices;
two variants of the AJ V6 petrol engine and the AJ V8 petrol engine. It's Jaguar's first electric
car. The XE is the first compact executive Jaguar since the model year X-Type and is the first of
several Jaguar models to be built using Jaguar's new modular aluminium architecture, [ citation
needed ] moving the company away from the Ford derived platforms that were used in the past
for the X-Type and XF. The use of Jaguar's own platform allows the XE to feature either
rear-wheel drive or all-wheel drive configurations, and it is the first car in its segment with an
aluminium monocoque structure. Engines available in the XF are 2. The 5. From , the 2. The
Jaguar XJ is a full-size luxury saloon. The model has been in production since with the first
generation being the last Jaguar car to have creative input by the company's founder, Sir
William Lyons , although this is disputed as some Jaguar historians claim that the second
generation XJ â€” the XJ40 series â€” was the last car which Lyons had influenced. The XJ40
originally launched in and went through two major revamps in X and X for a total production run
of 17 years. In early , the third generation XJ â€” the X â€” arrived in showrooms and while the
car's exterior and interior styling were traditional in appearance, the car was completely
re-engineered. Its styling attracted much criticism from many motoring journalists who claimed
that the car looked old-fashioned and barely more modern than its predecessor, many even
citing that the 'Lyons line' had been lost in the translation from XJ40 into X XJ, even though
beneath the shell lay a highly advanced aluminium construction that put the XJ very near the
top of its class. Jaguar responded to the criticism with the introduction of the fourth generation
XJ, launched in Its exterior styling is a departure from previous XJs, with a more youthful,
contemporary stance, following the design shift that came into effect previously with the
company's XF and XK models. To cater to the limousine market, all XJ models are offered with a
longer wheelbase LWB as an option, which increases the rear legroom. The renamed Jaguar
company started production with the pre-war 1. The 1. These cars have become known
unofficially as Mark IVs. The first post-war model was the September Mark V available with
either 2. It had a slightly more streamlined appearance than pre-war models, but more important

was the change to torsion bar independent front suspension and hydraulic brakes. The first big
breakthrough was the launch in October of their new record-breaking engine design in their XK
sportscar to replace the prewar SS Jaguar It was powered by a new twin overhead camshaft
DOHC 3. This XK engine had been designed at night during the war when they would be on fire
watch in the factory. After several attempts a final design was achieved. That is until owner
William Lyons said "make it quieter". The sportscar bearing its prefix X had originally been
intended as a short production model of about vehicles. A test bed for the new engine until its
intended home, the new Mark VII saloon, was ready. The second big breakthrough was the large
Mark VII saloon in , a car especially conceived for the American market, Jaguar was
overwhelmed with orders. In , the Two-point-four or 2. In , the 3. In October , an extensively
revised version of the car with wider windows and 2. The 3. The of , also sold as the Daimler
Sovereign , put a new front onto the S-type, although both cars continued in parallel until the
S-Type was dropped in The slow-selling Mark X became the G in and was dropped at the end of
the decade. Jaguar was saved by its new equally capacious but very much trimmer new XJ6. Of
the more recent saloons, the most significant is the XJ â€” In , the cylinder engine was
introduced in the XJ, while simultaneously being offered in the E Type. Over the years many
Jaguar models have sported the famous chrome plated Leaping Jaguar, traditionally forming
part of the radiator cap. Known as "The Leaper" this iconic mascot has been the subject of
controversy in recent times when banned for safety reasons from cars supplied to Europe
whilst it continued to be fitted on cars destined for the United States, Middle East and Far East.
It has now been dropped from all the latest Jaguar models, although some customers add it to
their car as a customization. The Jaguar S-Type , first appeared in and stopped production in It
has now been replaced by the Jaguar XF. Early S-Types suffered from reliability problems but
those were mostly resolved by the model year. The Jaguar X-Type was a compact executive car
launched in , while the company was under Ford ownership, sharing its platform with the Ford
Mondeo. X-Type production ended in Jaguar has had major success in sports car racing ,
particularly in the Le Mans 24 Hours. Victories came in and with the C-Type , then in , and with
the D-Type. Although the prototype XJ13 was built in the mids it was never raced, and the
famous race was then left for many years. The team started winning regularly from , and won Le
Mans in and with the XJR series sports cars. In the , Ford decided that Jaguar would be the
corporation's Formula One entry. The Jaguar F1 program was not a success however, achieving
only two podium finishes in five seasons of competition between and At the end of , with costs
mounting and Ford's profits dwindling, the F1 team was seen as an unneeded expense and was
sold to Red Bull energy drinks owner Dietrich Mateschitz , [67] and it became Red Bull Racing.
On 15 December , it was announced that Jaguar would return to motorsport for the third season
of Formula E. On 15 June , Jaguar Vector Racing broke the world speed record for an electric
battery powered boat. The Jaguar Vector V20E recorded an average speed of For some time
now Jaguar has been active in the international arts scene. In particular, the company has
collaborated with the artist Stefan Szczesny , implementing major art projects. In , Jaguar
presented the exhibition series "Shadows", which involved the installation of Szczesny's
shadow sculptures in Sankt-Moritz, on Sylt and in Saint-Tropez. In , a large number of
sculptures, ceramics and paintings were shown in Frankfurt and mainly in Frankfurt's
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was produced across five basic platform generations debuting in , , , and with various updated
derivatives of each. From it was Jaguar's flagship four door model. The original model was the
last Jaguar saloon to have had the input of Sir William Lyons , the company's founder, and the
model has been featured in countless media and high-profile appearances. The first-generation
of the XJ was produced for a total period of 24 years, with two major facelifts in and The XJ6,
using the 2. Apart from the engines, the front and rear suspensions carried over from previous
models as well: the widest version of Jaguar's IRS unit from the Mark X , and the
subframe-mounted independent front suspension first seen in the Mark 1 , with new anti-dive
geometry. An upmarket version was marketed under the Daimler brand as the Daimler
Sovereign , continuing the name from the Daimler version of the Jaguar The car was introduced
in September Power-assisted steering and leather upholstery were standard on the 2. Air
conditioning was offered as an optional extra on the 4. In these advertisements, he referred to
the car as "the finest Jaguar ever". In March it was announced that the Borg-Warner Model 8
automatic transmission, which the XJ6 had featured since , would be replaced on the 4. Around
this time other, minor changes were made as well, such as moving the rear reflectors from
beside to below the rear lights; on the interior the chrome gauge bezels were replaced with
black ones, to cut down on distracting reflections. In , the option of a long-wheelbase version,

providing a 4-inch increase in leg room for passengers on the rear seats, became available. A
high performance version called the XJ12 was announced in July , featuring a simplified grille
treatment, and powered by a Jaguar's 5. A badge-engineered version, the Daimler Double-Six,
was introduced in , [6] reviving the Daimler model name of â€” The XJ line received a facelift in
Autumn for the model year, thereafter known as the "Series II"; retrospectively the earlier cars
were referred to as the "Series I". The 4. Series II cars are visually differentiated from their
predecessors by raised front bumpers to meet US crash safety regulations, which necessitated
a smaller grille, complemented by a discreet additional inlet directly below the bumper. In April
the North American models got a slightly revised set of front bumpers which had rubber
over-riders covering the full length of the bumper with embedded turn signals at each end, and
the Zenith-Stromberg carburettors of the Vpowered cars were replaced by Bosch-Lucas
electronic fuel injection. In the carburetors were similarly replaced with EFI in the 4. In May it
was announced that the automatic transmission used behind the cylinder engine would be
changed to General Motors ' three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, in place of the
British-built Borg-Warner used hitherto. In the last year of production in New Zealand , a special
'SuperJag' XJ6-SLE model was produced which featured half leather, half dralon wide pleat
seats, vinyl roof, chrome steel wheels and air conditioning as standard. A total of 91, Series II
models were produced, of which 14, were fitted with the V12 engine. Engines [10]. Production
count [10]. Short-Long wheelbase [11]. The car was originally shown at the London Motor Show
in October , [13] but it subsequently became clear that it was not ready for production [ citation
needed ] , and the economic troubles unfolding in the western world at that time seemed to
have reduced any sense of urgency about producing and selling the cars: [ citation needed ] it
was reported [ where? A few XJ-C cars were modified by Lynx Cars and Avon into a convertible
body style with a retractable canvas top, but this was not a factory product. Lynx conversions
16 in total did benefit from powered tops. Both six and twelve-cylinder models were offered, 6,
of the former and 1, of the latter were made. Even with the delay, these cars suffered from water
leaks and wind noise [ citation needed ]. The delayed introduction, the labour-intensive work
required by the modified saloon body, the higher price than the four-door car, and the early
demise promulgated by the new XJ-S , all ensured a small production run. A small number of
Daimler versions of the XJ-C were made. Production Count [15]. The car was significantly
facelifted again in April , known as the "Series III", incorporating a subtle exterior redesign by
Pininfarina. Changes from the Series II included thicker and more incorporated rubber bumpers
with decorative chrome only on the top edge, flush door handles, one-piece front door glass
without a separate quarter light , a grille with only vertical vanes, reverse lights moved from the
boot plinth to the larger rear light clusters, and a revised roofline with narrower door frames and
increased glass area. The option of a sunroof and cruise control were also offered for the first
time. The 5. The larger six-cylinder and V12 models incorporated Bosch fuel injection made
under licence by Lucas while the smaller six-cylinder remained carburetted. The smaller
six-cylinder engine was never offered in the US, and the V12 was no longer offered there after In
the cylinder heads of the V12 engine were replaced by the new "Fireball" high-compression
design by Swiss racing driver Michael May , and were badged from this time onwards to as "HE"
High Efficiency models. In late the Daimler Sovereign and Double Six models received a minor
interior upgrade for the model year with features similar to Vanden Plas models. In late the
interior of all Series III models underwent a minor update for the model year. A trip computer
appeared for the first time and was fitted as standard on V12 models. A new and much
sought-after alloy wheel featuring numerous distinctive circular holes was also introduced,
commonly known as the "pepperpot" wheel. Pirelli tyres were also fitted as standard equipment.
For the model year the Sovereign name was transferred from the Daimler marque to a new
top-specification Jaguar model, the "Jaguar Sovereign". The Vanden Plas name was also
dropped at the time in the UK market, due to Jaguar being split from British Leyland and
privatised; the name was used on top-of-the-range Rover -branded cars. Daimler models
became the Daimler 4. The last cars built were numbered and sold in Canada as part of a special
series commemorating the end of production. These cars featured the option of having a brass
plaque located in the cabin. It was the original purchaser's option to have this plaque, which
also gave a number to the car such as No. This brass plaque initiative did not come from Jaguar
in Coventry: it was a local effort by Jaguar Canada staff and the brass plaques were engraved
locally. In total between and there were around , XJ6 and XJ12 cars produced. The second
generation of the XJ was produced for a total of 17 years with the arrival of the XJ40 in with its X
and X derivatives being introduced later. Collectively these are all considered to be part of the
XJ40 family [ citation needed ] although Jaguar only applies the internal codename to the
through models. The intended replacement for the Series XJ models was code-named XJ40, and
development on the all-new car began in the early s with small scale models being built as early

as The project suffered a number of delays due to problems at parent company British Leyland
and events such as the oil crisis. With the XJ40, Jaguar began to place more emphasis on build
quality as well as simplification of the XJ's build process. The new platform came with
significantly different styling, which was more squared-off and angular than the outgoing Series
III. Individual round headlamps were replaced with rectangular units on the higher-specification
cars, and all models came with only a single, wide-sweeping windshield wiper. The interior
received several modernisations such as the switch to a digital instrument cluster although this
was eventually discontinued for the model year in favour of analogue instruments. The new unit
featured a four-valve, twin overhead cam design. The front of the car was redesigned
significantly to return to four individual round headlamps that provided definition to the
sculptured bonnet. Mechanically, it was similar to the XJ40 that it replaced. Six-cylinder X
models are powered by the AJ16 inline-six engine, which is a further enhancement of the AJ6
engine that uses an electronic distributorless ignition system. The V12 remained available until
the end of the X production in although it ended one year earlier in the United States market due
to problems meeting OBD-II -related emissions requirements. Jaguar first introduced the
supercharged XJR model in the X's production run; the first supercharged road car
manufactured by the company. Design of the X was directly affected by the Ford Motor
Company 's ownership of Jaguar between and However, the X's traction control system was
obtained from the Ford Mondeo and it also featured a Nippondenso air conditioner purchased
through Ford channels. With the introduction of the X generation in came a switch from the XJ6
and XJ12 nomenclature to XJ8, reflecting the fact that the X cars were powered by a new V8
engine. The exterior styling of the X is similar to the X with minor refinements. The biggest
change in the appearance was the switch to a stylistically rounded design for all of the exterior
lights, indicators and interior trim and fittings, including information displays and switches. The
interior was also updated to eliminate the rectangular instrument binnacle which had gone
largely unchanged since the original XJ40; instead, three large gauges were set into recesses in
the walnut-faced dashboard in front of the driver similar in design to the recently launched
Jaguar XK X The major mechanical change was the replacement of both the inline-six and V12
engines with new eight-cylinder AJ-V8 in either a displacement of 3. No manual transmission
was available, and all X models were supplied with a five-speed automatic gearbox. In , Jaguar
introduced the re-engineered and newly designed third generation of the XJ, continuing with the
XJ8 model designation. Designated internally as the X, it has an all-aluminium body and
chassis, a new V8 engine, as well as greater interior and luggage spaces. It was the first Jaguar
XJ to be completely designed under Ford ownership and utilises electronics and
computer-controlled systems sourced through existing partner suppliers or directly produced
by Ford. The V8 engine was offered in larger 3. A new six-speed automatic gearbox was fitted
which was lighter and offered better economy with lock-up on all gears and a larger spread of
ratios. Air suspension was fitted at the front and rear, providing adaptive damping as well as
rear self leveling â€” with computer-controlled ride height and suspension mode. Dynamic
stability control as well as traction control were standard. Radar based adaptive cruise control
was offered. Two-zone climate control was also standard, with four-zone available on
long-wheelbase models. An optional touch screen interface controlled default settings, satellite
navigation, the Alpine audio system, and bluetooth telephone. A facelifted version of the X was
launched at the end of February with a revised lower grille, prominent faux side air vents, small
bootlid spoiler and revised seating. In keeping with Ian Callum's new design direction for
Jaguar, the XJ has an all-new exterior design and a break from the XJ Series mould carried over
on all previous generations. It is a longer, wider car that is much bigger than its predecessor.
The front has clear links with the XF executive car, although with slimmer, sleeker lights and a
larger, squarer grille add a more aggressive appearance. The rear is the contentious part, an
unusual design element for a Jaguar automobile. The upright, swooping taillights, nicknamed
"cat's claws", and black roof panels at each side of the rear screen, which aim to hide the XJ's
width, are the most striking aspects. There is also a standard full-length sunroof, that extends
all the way back with just a single body-coloured roof panel that the designer refers as bridges
on yachts. The dashboard can be configured to display various virtual dials in addition to the
obligatory speedometer. The console display presents different views to the driver and
passenger, including control of a sophisticated video and audio system. Like several of its
predecessors, the X is available in both standard and long-wheelbase form, as well as many
special editions. Engines are modern units already seen in other JLR products: the 5. For , a 3.
The X received a minor facelift in , primarily upgrading the suspension and rear seat facilities on
the long wheelbase versions, but also introducing small cosmetic changes across the range,
and making stop-start technology standard on all engines. The X received another facelift in ,
adding LED headlights, J-Blade rear taillights, and adding several new driver assistance and

safety features such as lane assist, adaptive cruise control with a new feature known as "Queue
assist", reverse traffic direction, closing vehicle sensing, a degree camera system, and
semi-automated parking features. The Prime Ministerial Car , aside from having classified
security measures, has armoured under plates and engine plates. JLR said: "Following a
thorough technology review against the exponential change in the automotive industry, we
concluded that the planned XJ replacement does not fit with our vision for a reimaged Jaguar
brand. This numbering system has never been consistent and there appear to be many
omissions and duplications. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Series of full-size luxury
cars manufactured by British automobile manufacturer Jaguar since Motor vehicle. Main article:
Jaguar XJ X Petrol: 3. Ian Callum Giles Taylor. Petrol models: 3. SWB: Main article: Jaguar XJ
electric. The Motor. October Auto, Motor und Sport in German. Retrieved 13 April Retrieved 17
February Jaguar Cars Limited. Motor Sport. June Retrieved 29 March Automotive News.
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Auto Express. Retrieved 21 February British Motor Holdings and British Leyland cars, â€”
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cars s cars Limousines. Hidden categories: All articles with incomplete citations Articles with
incomplete citations from September CS1 German-language sources de Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Use dmy dates from October Use British
English from April All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements
from November Articles with unsourced statements from August Wikipedia articles needing
clarification from April Articles with unsourced statements from June Vague or ambiguous
geographic scope from July Articles with unsourced statements from January Articles with
unsourced statements from November Articles with unsourced statements from July Articles
with unsourced statements from June Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jaguar XJR X
Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Lucas-Bosch L-Jetronic. DOHC 12v, duplex chain. RWD 4 speed
manual with optional overdrive or Borg-Warner 3 speed automatic. Double wishbones, coil
springs, stabilising bar, anti-dive geometry. Independent , optional LSD. Independent , LSD.
Jaguar XJR. Castle Bromwich Assembly , Birmingham , England. Modifications to the Mark Ten
for air conditioning. E-type Series Two. Sports and race car variants developed with Tom
Walkinshaw Racing â€” Wikimedia Commons has media related to Jaguar XJ. SS Production
interrupted by World War II. E-Type S2. E-Type S3. Mark 1. Mark 2, , XJ6 S1. XJ6 S2. XJ12 S1.
XJ12 S2. Independent SS Cars Ltd. Independent renamed Jaguar Cars. British Leyland. Ford
PAG. Grand tourer. XJ-S HE. Compact executive car. X-Type X XE X Executive car. XF X
Full-size luxury car. XJ6 XJ XJ6 X XJ8 X XJ12 XJ XJ12 X F-Type X Compact SUV. Crossover
SUV. F-Pace X Racing car. Concept Car. Double Six. Would you like to sell products for this
vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content.
Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. With a soundtrack provided by the '03 S-Type R's supercharged 4. Just two weeks later,
those very same treacherous roads would be crowded with thousands of WRC fans for the Rally
of Catalunya, one of the season's most challenging venues. This impressive hp sedan produces
lovely road music: a muted high-pitched aria from the Roots-type blower over the bass-drum
beat of the twin exhaust tips. It's a memorable chorus that repeats with each imperceptible
upshift of the car's new six-speed automatic transmission. At full or even part throttle, the
S-Type R effortlessly wills itself down the road. A tabletop-flat torque curve, peaking at lb-ft at a
mere rpm, supplies this dynamic thrust. Then, there is the visceral and visual rush as the
landscape goes sailing by like a soft-edged, French impressionist painting in motion. Royal
acceleration -- Jaguar style. Visually, both '03 naturally aspirated S-Types, 3. However, Jaguar

says a substantive reengineering has changed or replaced roughly 70 percent of the models'
content; there are some subtle exterior styling updates, as well. All S-Type engines benefit from
variable-geometry induction plus now-continuously variable intake and exhaust valve timing.
Meanwhile, V-8s enlarged from 4. One can argue that the 4. The results of the '03 engine mods
are a more responsive 3. Stepping up to the class-leading, supercharged R version we drove
nets another even nicer round number: hp with lb-ft of torque. Jaguar's humble claim that the R
will accelerate mph in 5. Keeping the R models' prodigious power in check are large four-piston
calipers, courtesy of racing-brake supplier Brembo. They work in concert with Though we find
the pedal slightly soft on initial, gentle application, the ABS system, with its panic-assist
braking, is tremendous and absolutely fade-free. While the entire model range is available with a
new, ultra-quick and mega- smart ZF six-speed automatic -- the same one found in the new
BMW i -- the 3. Unfortunately, still no stick shifts are available for the V-8 models. It's still bad
news if you disagree with those who think the J-gate is clever. Like a manual-shift gate's H
pattern, the J pattern, by its design, informs a driver what gear he's selected simply by where
his hand falls -- unlike a traditional, inline PRNDL. The good news is the lever's action itself has
been drastically improved with more distinct, more positive, and progressively more resistant
detents. Additionally, the new six-speed required reprogramming of the shift logic. In the R we
drove, the new software produces better, more manual transmission-like gear holding in
corners and up and down hills, and more recognizable downshifts when slowing for a bend or
corner. Depressing the sport button excludes sixth gear overdrive and hastens the upshifts.
From behind the wood and leather steering wheel, the changes and upgrades wrought to the
cabin are substantial. The previous instrument panel, with its half-moon-shaped upper-console
section, has been tossed in favor of a more traditional and elegant design. The leather is more
supple, the ergonomics have improved, and the materials appear more upscale than those in
previous S-Types. Another Jaguar first is a push-button electronic park brake that can be
applied or released manually. However, the brake is automatically engaged when the ignition
key is removed, and released when the gear selector is moved from Park. A new single-piece
magnesium casting lies at the foundation of the entire dash panel, tightening fixed points for
attachment of all related components. Jaguar's adaptive restraint system, which tailors airbag
deployment according to occupant size and position, has now found its way into the S-Type
from more costly models. Overall, the cabin is now a much nicer and more Jaguar-like
environment. The S-Type's suspension hardware and tuning have been thoroughly revised for
the '03 lineup, and the R model best demonstrates this improvement. Combining a
percent-stiffer body with the addition of a new peripheral steel front subframe, new aluminum
front A-arms two-piece lowers , computer-controlled two-stage adaptive shock absorbers on
sport models , and tubular anti-roll bars, the new S-Type minimizes the effects of changes in
track and camber. The result is a smooth highway ride and responsive back-road handling with
a silent, solid, and sure-footed nature. The ride quality itself is best characterized by an almost
casual competence. Somehow, even with series front tires and 35 rears, the plushness of the
S-Type R's ride is not compromised by its deceptively high limits of absolute grip and
roadholding. This anomalous, soft-yet-firm behavior really impresses. Not once in our drive did
we feel battered by harshness nor lulled to sleep by pillowy-soft isolation. There is not,
however, the option of a limited-slip differential, so switching the DSC off unleashes the car's
hidden hooligan nature lurking beneath its polished portrait. Indeed, it'll easily ruin a set of
ContiSport Contact rear tires and the accompanying tarmac. We came away from our Spanish
first drive -- a well-calculated blend of mph-plus autopista blasts mixed with second-gear
tail-out rally roads -- thoroughly enthused by the S-Type R's impeccable manners, as well as its
newfound power and precision. Jaguar has handily dispensed with the previous S-Type's
merely amusing and customary competence and replaced it with serious thrills and world-class
status that'll have the competition paying attention. Further, Jaguar has removed any hint of
parent company Ford 's influence, positive or negative as it may be. The only question left
unasked is: What happens when the hp Audi RS6 arrives next year? Super-sedan critical mass?
Underdog upset? Status quo? We'll be only too happy to let you know. Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Chris Walton photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. I
bought this car with 50K miles in It now has K. On yes, mph on the road! I would buy another
one exactly the same if I had the money. It is extremely reliable really do not have any issues it
has wood grain, it is great on gas, drives smoothly. Smooth ride, seats comfortably. Good on
tires. As long as it is kept up I have never ever had any problems with. I strongly recommend
this car, very spacious, great sound system. One of the things about Jaguars is that they
basically run on sensors and if one of them mess up is a hassle because you are going to have
to look for it and change it because that messes up the whole car. Other than that the Jaguar is
truly amazing, I have the s-type and it rides perfectly it takes up speed really good. I like

everything about my vehicle except the air conditioner does not work, now it is connected to the
nav system that is out. Since the system is out I cannot get the air to come on and the system is
out because of the back boot that I cannot figure out. Other than it is perfect. It has been the
most reliable year car we have own for it being a My car fits my family and our daily stuff well. It
is a manual transmission, which is a requirement for me. It is a little more "luxury " than I need. I
like that my vehicle is versatile. It has very well mileage. The vehicle doesn't give me any
mechanical problem. I love the way it rides. It is a safe car to drive. Has upscale features for that
year. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by:
Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety
Reviews. Reliability Reviews. R Supercharged. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent.
Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Joe Gonzales wrote on June 12, Christopher D wrote on
September 19, Sharon L wrote on November 22, Rosario C wrote on November 22, Amanda H
wrote on October 23, Kyla C wrote on October 23, Kate R wrote on October 23, Chris M wrote on
October 23, Patricia B wrote on October 23, Continue to Overview. Currently the best Jaguar
sedan available, substantial upgrades and refinements for make this timeless beauty even more
appealing. Introduction: The current S-Type debuted in as a model and doubled Jaguar's
worldwide sales within a year. It features its own powertrains, suspension tuning, steering and
design. The only evidence of a relationship with Lincoln is a smattering of shared interior parts.
Significant upgrades for further distance the S-Type from its Lincoln cousin. Foremost amongst
the news for is the addition of a supercharged R model. With a horsepower 4. Jaguar claims that
this is the most powerful sedan it has ever built. Safety improvements are widespread for
Jaguar has made stability control standard, and the brakes have been upgraded with a panic
assist feature. New seats reside in a redesigned cabin, sporting anti-whiplash technology.
Dual-stage front airbags and new side curtain airbags that protect front and rear seat occupants
are also new for and feature a new adaptive restraint technology system. Shorter-statured
adults are able to sit further away from the steering wheel thanks to new power adjustable
pedals that also feature a memory function to store the preferences of more than one driver.
Sitting in the center of the dashboard is a new optional LCD touchscreen telematics system with
improved voice recognition technology to control stereo, climate, navigation and telephone
functions. Jaguar has also stiffened the S-Type's body structure to boast a 10 percent gain in
torsional rigidity, and the suspension is heavily revised. In front there is a new front suspension
making extensive use of forged aluminum, and Jaguar has retuned the springs, dampers,
bushings and antiroll bars at all four corners. New transmissions also debut for , with a new
five-speed manual unit available for the 3. It is a beautifully styled car, easily recognizable as a
Jaguar from a distance and serving as a fresh departure from what can be characterized as
cookie-cutter styling in this class. New models from Infiniti, BMW and Mercedes-Benz could
chip away at the Jag's appeal in coming years, but with the R performance sedan and its
timeless design, the S-Type should remain a popular alternative for those looking for something
a little different. Stepping up to a 4. The Sport models add sport seats, a sport steering wheel,
unique wood trim, special alloy wheels, body-color exterior trim, larger brakes and Jaguar's
Computer Active Technology Suspension System CATS to either the 3. Billed as the most
powerful Jaguar sedan ever created, the R includes a supercharged 4. Powertrains and
Performance: The S-Type's standard 3. A six-speed automatic transmission is optional with this
engine. Models with 4. The supercharged R is equipped with a horsepower 4. Both V8 models
have the automatic transmission standard. Safety: Jaguar has added a cornucopia of safety
equipment to the S-Type. Standard equipment includes front, side and side-curtain airbags, the
former of the dual-stage variety and all connected to an advanced adaptive restraint technology
system. This year, a panic assist braking system is standard, along with stability control,
traction control and power adjustable pedals. New seats offer an anti-whiplash design. A
reverse parking control system and rain-sensitive wipers come on all S-Types. Interior Design
and Special Features: Slathered in real wood and sumptuous leather, the Jaguar S-Type's
interior has few competitors that are as opulently trimmed. For , the redesigned cabin features
an optional touchscreen telematics system that controls the stereo, climate, DVD navigation
and telephone features. Jaguar has done away with a traditional handbrake for , replacing it with
an electronic parking brake operated using a switch on the dashboard. It boasts powerful
brakes, steering that offers just the right combination of feel and heft, explosive power from the
supercharged V8, an acceptable ride and handling compromise, and seamless performance
from the six-speed automatic. Though it's not as visceral as a BMW M5, it is plenty of
performance car for the money. Although you'd be hard pressed to differentiate it externally
from the model, the Jaguar S-Type R is substantially changed. That's no problem, in fact, it's
good. Style is what frequently differentiates a Jaguar from other luxury cars. In the past,
Jaguar's cars remained largely unchanged for long periods. That was fine as far as the exterior

styling went, but the cars' interiors became dated all too easily and the mechanical aspects
invariably left much to desire. This situation has changed thanks in part to Ford's masterly care
and feeding of the famous feline nameplate. The S-Type was launched four years ago, and
here's Jaguar already touting a heavily revised model. The designers sensibly didn't alter the
exterior. The S-Type still has that nice crouched look to it with a relatively long hood, a short
trunk and curves in all the right places. There's no mistaking it for anything but a Jaguar. OK,
from the rear it might still have some Taurus design cues, but that's not necessarily bad.
Instead of messing with the sheetmetal, Jaguar has spent its money under the skin, improving
the car's suspension, powertrain and interior. Up front, the car gets an all-new suspension that
includes several parts in aluminum to cut down on weight, as well as retuned springs, shocks,
bushings and antiroll bars. The rear suspension design is the same as before but with refined
tuning to help give the car an improved ride and more agile handling. Jaguar says the new
S-Type's body is 10 percent stiffer. This helps improve the ride and handling of the car as it
provides a more rigid mounting point for suspension components. Despite the added rigidity,
the car's overall curb weight is down by about pounds due to use of aluminum and even
magnesium in places such as the complicated fascia structure under the dashboard. Inside, the
car gets a revised dashboard with a much more luxurious look to it. Of course, there's still
plenty of genuine wood trim and nice soft leather all round. The optional navigation system has
a touch-sensitive screen that is actually intuitive to use that is, you do not need to read a
handbook in order to operate it. A new feature is an electronically operated parking brake: a
small chrome lever located behind the transmission is pulled up to put the brake on. It is also
activated automatically when the ignition is switched off, and it disengages automatically when
the transmission is moved from "park" on a car with automatic transmission. Another feature,
picked up from Ford, is an electrically adjustable pedal set. The pedal position can also be
programmed into memory along with the seat and mirror positions. This feature is optional on
the V6 model and standard on V8 models. One of the complaints about the old S-Type was the
automatic transmission's propensity to shift abruptly while also being slow to react to driver
input. This has been rectified with an all-new six-speed automatic transmission that is standard
on V8-powered S-Types and optional on V6 models. The 3. The displacement of the normally
aspirated V8 engine increases to 4. This raises horsepower from to an even The really exciting
news is the S-Type R. It's powered by a supercharged version of the 4. To cope with this
substantial increase in power, the R model gets a sport-tuned suspension, huge Brembo brakes
and inch wheels. Appearance-wise, the only difference is a mesh front grille with a body-color
surround and a rear spoiler. Although subtle, the minor changes are just enough to give the car
a slightly aggressive look while still remaining refined in overall appearance. We got to spend a
few hours driving the new S-Type along a variety of highways. Needless to say, the highlight
was the R. It provides gobs of power yet it is really smooth in operation. The new six-speed
transmission responds promptly to messages from one's right foot, shifting down quickly and
propelling the car forward seamlessly. Although the car is available only with the six-speed
automatic, it's not a shortcoming, as there is more than enough power on tap. It's also still set
up in the traditional J-gate fashion of all Jaguars. Jaguar claims the S-Type R can accelerate
from 0 to 60 mph in about 5. We can't confirm this, but it's a figure that feels accurate. The
steering is just right, giving enough feedback without being too heavy. The handling is
adequate for a sport sedan, and the ride quality is not too stiff for those looking for a luxury
ride, which is remarkable. The brakes feel really powerful, easily bringing the 3,pound car to a
stop rapidly and without drama. Overall, the car may not deliver the ultimate performance and
handling of the BMW M5, but it's a car that should prove to be a much more pleasant daily
driver, even for true-blooded enthusiasts. We also had an opportunity to try a regular V8 S-Type
and were pleasantly surprised that it was not at all disappointing even after getting out of the R.
It still moved along at a decent pace and, although its ride was somewhat softer, it still handled
capably. Unfortunately, Jaguar did not have a V6 S-Type with the manual transmission on hand.
However, based on our experience driving the similar Lincoln LS V6 with a manual
transmission, we can expect it to be a fun car with enough performance to satisfy many
enthusiast owners who like to use a manual gearbox. Either one will appeal to enthusiasts.
Jaguar hopes to double its sales in the U. Judging from the way the S-Type has improved and
the range expanded at the low- and high-end, the company should have no trouble meeting its
goal. The new S-Type goes on sale in May Available styles include V6 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle

history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Jaguar
S-Type. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. A few
cheap interior bits, high price, fussy J-gate shifter. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For the S-Type, Jaguar has
redesigned the interior, upgraded its hardware and added models to the range. The model
lineup includes the S-Type 3. The S-Type R is the most powerful Jaguar sedan ever created,
making about horsepower and moving from rest to 60 mph in 5. A new five-speed manual
transmission is attached to the 3. The suspension is also new in front and heavily revised in the
rear. New standard safety features include stability control, panic assist brakes, anti-whiplash
front seats, dual-stage front airbags, side curtain airbags for front and rear occupants and
power adjustable pedals with a memory feature. Jaguar has also stiffened the body structure,
made slight revisions to the exterior styling and added xenon headlights as an option standard
on the R. Audiophiles can opt for the watt Alpine sound system, and technology buffs will
appreciate the new touchscreen telematics system with improved voice recognition. Read more.
Write a review See all 99 reviews. If you like the way the car looks and drives and can find one
with relatively low miles, that has been maintained and hasn't been too abused, go for it. I'm
happy that I did. The S Type from on has an improved drive train, interior, and reliability. Stay on
top of leaks and maintenance and it should hold up fine. The car drives super smooth and with
the NA 4. If you want to have the most elegant car at the drag strip go for the R model, if you
don't like to drive fast a V6 model is the most plentiful and still has HP for passing other cars.
Ford has made Jaguar a better car and much more reliable than the ones from the 80's and 90's,
going from the bottom of the reliability lists to the top. With the rear seats folded down there is a
lot of storage in back, making it practical too. Don't use the car for carrying gravel or firewood
though, the car is too dignified for that. Because most people think that a Jaguar is going to
explode at any moment they are a bargain for what you get too. Read less. I just purchased a
S-type. I couldn't be happier. It had 82K miles on it and drives like its brand new. I cant believe I
own a Jag. I happy as heck A great luxury car value after New wears off. I was amazed to find,
on long, 75 mph desert highways that the mileage with this V8 went over 40 mpg consistently;
that included 5, - 8, foot changes in altitude. At 83,, I started to lose coils COP. Not that bad.
First failure I replaced the spark plug too, but it was in such nice shape I didn't on the other 7
cylinders, and my performance and mileage are still good. What's not to love! This car is an
absolute pleasure. It's everything I hoped it would be. I have no complaints. Friends told me not
to buy it, but its performance has proved them wrong, not to mention it's classy appearance.
Buy one, you won't be sorry! See all 99 reviews of the Used Jaguar S-Type. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. See Inventory 5 average Rating out of 1
reviews. See Inventory. Sponsored cars related to the S-Type. Sign Up. The F-type convertible
â€” perhaps one of the most well-known models, especially the one in red â€” has an equally
popular predecessor: the E-type, which was first launched in And as far as legendary cars go,
the E-type ranks pretty high, as it is now considered a luxury car icon because of its sleek looks
coupled with excellent performance and competitive price. However, while the F-type is an
obvious choice for a popular model in the Jaguar car models list today, another model peaked
in popularity not only because of its features, but because of the ad campaigns released in The
Jaguar XK-RS, which was launched in , had front and rear improvements, plus internal trim
changes and was a revamped version of the XK. Famous Jaguar Model. Undeniably a smart
marketing campaign, the ad was also able to highlight some of the best features of the Jaguar
XKR-S, excellent handling and acceleration controls, and the most powerful engine Jaguar has
ever built â€” could reach up to 60 miles per hour in 4. For that executive yet high-performance
and sports-racing driving experience, go for the Jaguar XF. The Jaguar XF is a perfect blend of
control and power. With a lightweight and advanced aluminum intensive architecture, this car
delivers precision and agility for any kind of driver. Additionally, a double wishbone suspension
structure gives motorists a taste of a powerful race-performance vehicle. For motorists in need
for the thrill of manual drives, gear shifts can be done conveniently with the finger pedals in the
steering wheel. Exterior and interior design only offers the best in craftsmanship. The Jaguar XF
is designed with aesthetics and function in mind. As the flagship car, the Jaguar XJ combines
the best of high-performance motoring engineering the top-of-the-line comfort and style. A car
that makes and leaves a statement, the Jaguar XJ is crafted with the best design philosophies.

An imposing front grille and distinct LED fixtures makes this car recognizable even afar.
Additionally, the Adaptive Dynamics system allows drivers full control and comfort, by
analyzing road conditions on the fly. The Jaguar XJ also has astounding rear seat infotainment
systems â€” dual Redefining every single aspect on what a sports sedan is, the Jaguar XE is a
car that will always impress. The Jaguar XE is known for it innovation on the sports sedan
motoring segment. Impressive 8-speed transmission is delivered by the Jaguar XE. Motorists
have the option to experience manual gear transmission â€” paddles behind the steering wheel
allow drivers to shift right at their fingertips. Aerodynamic sculpted and designed with the best
aesthetics in mind, the Jaguar XE is a car that looks great and performs great! The Jaguar
F-Type â€” designed to leave a mark. This is one ride that will surely impress all car aficionados
out there! Ever heard how the Jaguar F-Type sounds? Coming in both manual and automatic
transmissions, the Jaguar F-Type provides supercharged power that can instantly be felt when
one simply holds the steering wheel. Yet even with all this power, the Jaguar F-Type still
handles as smooth as silk. Independently-controlled brakes provide optimum control, allowing
drivers the grip and capability to steer however they want it. This car may look simple on the
outside but it is pretty fast. It can reach speeds of up to 62mph in just 5. It is powered by a bhp
5. For the complete package of practicality and top-of-the-line motoring performance, the
Jaguar F-PACE is definitely your top choice. High craftsm
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anship can be noticed in both the exterior and interior design, creating a perfect balance of
elegance and contemporary aesthetics. An Intelligent Driveline Dynamics powers the
all-wheel-drive system for total driver control; the Ingenium line of engines delivers both power
and fuel efficiency for drivers seeking a practical yet exciting ride. An example would be the
Traffic Sign Recognition technology, which allows motorist to drive and navigate with ease.
Other Jaguar Car Brand Resources:. Skip to primary navigation Skip to main content Skip to
primary sidebar Skip to footer. Related Other UK Car Brand Land Rover However, while the
F-type is an obvious choice for a popular model in the Jaguar car models list today, another
model peaked in popularity not only because of its features, but because of the ad campaigns
released in Famous Jaguar Model Image source: wikimedia. Image Source: By Mr. Videos View
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